1. 6284-4220 - 3DMGQ7
2. 9022-0102 - CABLE (36" LENGTH)
3. 6285-0100 - 3DMRTK MODEM
4. 9010-0214 - ANTENNA

REFERENCE PLM SYSTEM FOR APPROVALS

DRAWN C. THELEN 4/4/2022

UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES
TOLERANCES (LOD): .005
XX = ± .005
XXX = ± .002
ANGLES: ± .5°
SURFACE FINISH: 63 MICROINCHES
MATERIAL:

CONNECTIVITY KIT, RTK, MICRO DB9

DRAWN 459 HURRICANE LN
C. THELEN WILLISTON VT
PARKER LORD 02396-6629
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